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There are Swiss solid gold Omega Constellations and there are hybrid Constellations that have been encased
in places other than Switzerland. British and South American solid gold Omega Constellations from the 1950s
and early 1960s appear from time to time, powered by factory specified movements and featuring factory
specified hands, crowns and dials. And now, more than forty years after many of these watches left the
factory, Chinese and Vietnamese counterfeiters are producing their own versions of vintage Constellations.
These abominations crop up from time to time on internet auction sites, sit alongside ‘genuine’ Chairman Mao
watches in the Temple Street night markets of Hong Kong, pollute mobile jewellery setups in London’s
Portobello Road and have hit the watch fair circuit in the U.S.
Acquiring a fully factory specified solid gold Omega Constellation, therefore, is not as easy a task as would
first appear. There are a number of variables ranging from questions of ‘identity’ of non Swiss Made cases to
uncovering reasonably well-made Chinese and Vietnamese fakes powered by Franken Omega movements.
This essay will explore a range of factors that may allow you to determine with more confidence ‘correct’ gold
cases from their imitators.

The Swiss Standard
All solid gold Omega Constellations encased in Switzerland from 1952 until the last in-house Constellation
chronometer calibre 1021 will carry a number of common identification marks. The marks will vary slightly
between 18 karat and 14 karat solid gold cases. They will always show a stylised Omega trademark, display
marks that confirm the case was assayed at the correct gold content, provide information of where the assay
took place and show a code which identifies the case maker. Below are descriptions of the various features to
look for when seeking to confirm the identity of a particular Omega in-house manufacture Constellation:
The Omega trademark
Solid 14 and 18 karat gold Constellation cases made by case makers
commissioned by Omega will carry the Omega trademark. The
trademark is an additional ‘responsibility’ mark and is one of the sources
of statements such as “signed five times”.
These marks are punched on to the case back, and the depth,
sharpness and style will vary from production run to production run. Fab.
Suisse and Swiss Made will always appear somewhere on the case
back, usually beneath the stamped trademark.
The Responsibility Mark (Poincon de maitre)
The Responsibility Mark is a legally required signature that infers a
guarantee of quality by the case maker. The mark represents a
traceable means of bringing a case maker to account if metallurgical
content is not as stated on the watch case. A list of all marks and
makers’ numbers is available publicly in Switzerland
On the case above, the case maker responsibility mark (a key with the number 4 inside) identifies the maker
as Antione Gerlache SA, based in Geneva. The Gerlach responsibility mark can be found on many
Constellations of the time. Responsibility marks are usually located quite near the declaration of gold purity
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Case makers who belong to the l’Union Suisse Pour ‘l’Habillage de la
Montre, known as the USH are allocated one of six registered marks in
which a specific number is placed that identifies the manufacturer.
Today, this professional association comprises around 50 members.
Ten companies alone account for 90% of Swiss watch case production.
The case opposite is another common mark seen on numerous
Constellations throughout the period of in-house manufacture. The mark
is known as the hammer head and contrasts with the full hammer mark
seen on many Swiss gold watches.
Hammer head number 352 (opposite) identifies the case maker as
Serva S.A., a company based in La Chaux-de-Fonds that had a longterm commercial relationship with Omega.
Common Control Mark (Declaration of Purity)
The norm for articles of gold in Switzerland is 18 karats, and, hence,
most solid gold Omega Constellations produced will be made of 18 karat
gold, except for the US market where both 14 and 18 karat gold
watches are sold.
It is a legal requirement in Switzerland that all case makers stamp a
claim of purity (fineness) on the case. If the case maker stamps it on
the inner case back, the law requires that it is further stamped
somewhere visible on the outer case. With Omega Constellations, the
stamp will be found on the bottom side of at least two diagonal lugs.
Swiss law does not accept negative tolerances and thus when a purity
of .750 is claimed, one can be assured that the case contains 75% gold,
15% silver and 10% copper in a yellow gold case. The normal
composition of 18K white gold is Gold 75%, Palladium 10%, Nickel 10%
and Zinc 5%, although today in some alloys platinum or palladium
replaces nickel and zinc for non-allergenic white gold alloys. The stamp
above shows both the 18K mark, denoting 18/24 of pure gold in the
case, and its percentage equivalent.
In cases made for markets where 14 karat gold is the standard, both the
14 K mark and percentage of gold is also shown. In a Rose Gold case,
for example, a common 14 karat composition is 58.5% gold, 32.5%
copper and 9% silver.
Swiss Assay Mark
Unlike English hallmarks, the Swiss do not apply marks in watch cases
to denote year of manufacture. The three hallmarks applied by the
Swiss are the Common Control Mark, the Assay Mark and makers mark.
In all genuine 18 karat Omega Constellation cases from 1952 until the
end of in-house manufactured movements, the ‘Ladies Head’ or
‘Helvetia’ will be present. In 14 karat gold cases covering the same
period a Squirrel, as shown above, will always be stamped.
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These stamps are applied at assay offices usually nearest to the point of
manufacture and contain a code within the stamp to denote which specific assay
office assayed the case for purity. In the diagram opposite there are cross marks
which show where the assay office will stamp its identifying mark.
The code in the assay mark of the last example on the previous page is that of
an ‘A’, indicating assay by the Geneva Airport assay office. The responsibility
Key with the number 1 inside further confirms the case was manufactured in
Geneva by Ed. Wenger S.A., a regular supplier of Constellation cases to Omega
from the inception of the line.
Example:courtesy Louis Flocco

Case Numbers
All Omega in-house manufacture Constellation cases of Swiss origin
will have a case number stamped on the inner case back. In most
cases, although not all, these numbers can be verified by accessing
the Omega database at http://www.omegawatches.com/cu_vintage/ .
The database contains a wealth of information about the particular
model represented by the case number: the movement that should be
encased; information about dials and hands; period of manufacture.
The number is also a key reference for parts such as crowns and
crystals.
Finish
The standard of finish in most Constellation inner case backs is that of
a grained finish. On rare occasions you may encounter inner case
backs with a perlaged surface (fine circular polishing in overlapping
circles). This is rare and should be a flag for further investigation into
the true identity of the case.
Variations
Not all in-house Omega Constellations are stamped identically.
Because the case was stamped at various points of its journey to the
Omega factory, the marks are not consistently placed.
Earlier Constellation cases were much busier than later examples
because of patent stamps and instructions on the waterproofing
requirements for press-in case backs, as shown opposite.
Later cases are often stamped haphazardly in contrast to earlier
cases, with trademark, responsibility, assay and common control
marks stamped in a more ad hoc fashion, as shown opposite in a
case for a C-Shape Constellation.
Omega owned the case making company, La Centrale. The factory
was located near the Omega grounds at Bienne and carries several
responsibility marks shown overleaf. Omega owned the la Central
responsibility marks until it closed the company in 1978.
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I have yet to see an Omega Constellation with the FFBA mark
stamped on a case back, and it is unlikely that La Centrale
manufactured gold Constellation cases using this mark. However,
on occasions, the La Centrale responsibility mark 179 crops up,
as shown in the opposite example of a case back from a
Constellation 168.005 case.
By far the most common mark I have seen on cases across all
Constellation models is Hammer Head 352, belonging to Serva
S.A. based in La Chaux-de-Fonds. Serva produced excellent
cases and clearly Omega valued it as a supplier. The range of
cases it supplied, from early 354 calibre models to the integrated
gold bracelet cases of the 1970s, demonstrated a flexible case
maker who kept up to date with modern manufacturing methods.
Ed. Wenger S.A (Key 1) and Antione Gerlach S.A. (Key 4) cases
appear most commonly in earlier Constellation models, but also
crop up in later models.

Sharpness
No gouge marks caused
by case opening

Observatory well defined. All
eight stars are clearly visible

Ten-sided crown still
has definition

Sharp, defined faceting on
the lugs

Gold does not have the
wearing qualities of Stainless
steel. Consequently, it is
easier to scratch, gouge or
create wear in a gold case.
The key areas of noticeable
wear appear to be on the
crown, bezel, lugs and outer
case back.
The 168.005 case opposite is
in quite good condition.
Observe the signs of a well
looked-after case. The case
has been given a light polish
but the case lines have been
kept sharp and clean.

The case makers marks featured in this essay are believed to be the most common. If you encounter a
makers mark not featured, I would be delighted to research it and add it to this article. Case makers for the
superthin calibre 711 – 712 calibres are not featured here and will be the subject of separate treatment. These
excellent calibres were manufactured by Piguet, a manufacturer owned by Omega (SSIH), and, arguably, do
not fully comply with the conventions governing ‘in-house’ manufacture status.
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Determining True Identity
Acquiring a solid gold Omega Constellation requires more than a minor investment in money and time. The
post Omegamania prices of calibre 354, 551,561 and 564 solid gold examples have increased measurably,
and this will further precipitate the opportunistic creation of fake cases in both solid gold and steel.
It is worth remembering that in respect to cases all information required to determine legitimacy appears on
the watch case itself. While counterfeiters may attempt to replicate such information, they usually slip up
somewhere. Manufacture of fakes usually involves the duplication of the same specific case information in
each of the fake cases, and a flood, or even a trickle, of similarly marked cases is often a flag for counterfeits.
Gold content can also be tested these days without damage to the case. X-ray fluorescence is a non-invasive
method that produces quick results and also measures the percentages of other metals present in the gold
alloy. There are portable testers that employ an electromagnetic molecular process using electrically charged
metal plates that also achieve reasonably accurate results.
It is a mystery why buyers would purchase a solid gold watch worth thousands of dollars without examining the
case in detail. Whether purchasing through a bricks and mortar dealership or an internet source, astute
buyers canvass a range of information about the case to determine the true identity of a watch before making
the commitment to buy. Below is a handy matrix of information to check. The most common makers of Omega
Constellation cases and their marks precede other information.

Omega In-House Manufacture Constellations: Case Information
Case Maker

Responsibility Mark/Location

Assay Mark/Office

Ed. Wenger S.A.

Key: number 1 – Geneva

(Helvetia 18k) A – Geneva Airport

Antione Gerlach S.A.

Key: number 4 – Geneva

(Helvetia 18k) A – Geneva Airport

Serva S.A.

Hammer Head: number 352 – La
Chaux-de-Fonds

(Helvetia 18K) C – La Chaux-deFonds

La Centrale

Hammer Head: number 179 –
Bienne

(Helvetia 18k) B – Biel/Bienne

Most Common internal finish on Swiss gold Constellation case backs: Grained finish – not perlage
Other marks on the case: At least two common control purity marks on the bottom of diagonal lugs, except for C-Shaped
cases which often have one.
Case numbers: All Constellations have case numbers that can be checked against the Omega Vintage Database or
through an inquiry matched against Omega production records.
Observatory Decal: Always the brickwork feature on the observatory roof. Eight discernable stars in the sky.
Desirable Features: Sharp clean edges, discernible chamfers on lugs and bezel where applicable, correct finish (eg.
brushed finish on C-Shape Constellations), sharp decal features on the outer caseback, correct crown, undamaged lugs
and bezel and absence of gouges or marks on the outer case back.
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The Aristotlean Test
What is it that allows us to say that a particular example of a watch IS a Constellation? In a separate essay I
argued that the ‘identity’ of a watch can be determined by applying some simple precepts of logic that are
embodied in most enlightened western consumer legislation. The Aristotlean Law of Identity is a useful tool in
determining what properties actually make up an Omega Constellation, and it helps us avoid the inevitable
ping-pong games of semantics that arise when words like ‘original’, ‘authentic’, ‘real’ and ‘genuine’ are used.
With that in mind, let’s dispense now with, perhaps, two of the easiest issues relating to Constellation identity:
1. Is a correct movement and dial encased in an ‘unlicensed’ or custom-made case a Constellation?
The answer is NO. There are a number of reasons why it would be fraudulent or misleading to claim that
a Constellation cased in a solid gold, non-sanctioned case was a Constellation:
•
•
•
•
•
•

No ‘responsibility’ mark is present as per Swiss law. The most common responsibility marks on
Omega cases are the half hammer and key marks that contain various case maker codes;
No Omega stylised trademark is stamped on the case;
No Omega case number is usually present;
The watch was not encased by Omega and, in its entirety, was not subject to Omega quality
control processes. Watches not encased in Switzerland cannot be called Swiss;
The ‘Swiss Made’ claim on the dial is negated because, effectively, the watch is non-Swiss;
The cases were not made by an authorised Omega case maker.

2. Is a non Swiss Made, but ‘sanctioned’, case a Constellation? The answer is ‘YES-ish’. Where
‘licensed’ cases do crop up, the origin of the country must qualify the description (Eg. ‘Argentinean’
‘Brazilian’ or ‘British’ Constellation) because:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Different hallmarks will appear on the case back;
Different case maker marks will be stamped on the case;
The case numbers may differ from the Swiss case numbers (sometimes but not always);
The Omega stylised trademark may or may not be stamped;
The watch was not encased by Omega in Switzerland as laid down by Swiss law;
The watch, in its entirety, was not subject to Omega quality control processes;
The cases may have not been made by an Omega commissioned case maker but a case maker
commissioned by an importer.

One question that does emerge from time to time is whether Constellations with non Swiss made cases are as
collectible as the full factory specified Swiss Constellations. I would argue that they are not because of the
differences in specifications mentioned above. They are, however, most collectible in the country in which they
were made. The reason for this is very much the same as for the price differentiation between identical
LeCoultre (with or without ‘Swiss’ on the dial) and Jaeger LeCoultre watches of the period. That is, that the
Swiss Made script on the dial is rendered ambiguous at least, or is negated completely.
In the early 50s and 60s, a watch was considered Swiss if a Swiss movement was encased in a Swiss
officially sourced case (Quite a number of Swiss cases were sourced from northern Italy) under the final
quality control of a Swiss manufacturer in Switzerland. If we apply the 1971 Swiss Federal Ordinance or a
1968 ruling issued by the trade court of St. Gallen on the legal use of Swiss Made, it can be stated confidently
that movements and dials encased in other countries violated the official definition of Swiss Made. Therefore, it
can be argued that watches encased outside of Switzerland under Omega sanction aren’t definitively and
lawfully Swiss, and, therefore, should not have Swiss Made on the dial! These watches do, however, have a
legitimate claim to true ‘Constellation-ness’, and the use of prefaces, such as ‘Argentine’ Constellation, ‘British’
Constellation, etc., are a legitimate and accurate way to describe them.
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American Market Constellations
During the interwar period, the US market became a, if not the, major
market for Swiss watches. The US watch manufacturing industry was
roughly half the size of that of the Swiss, and while not a very large
industry in terms of its contribution to the US economy, it spawned
some very loud advocates of protectionism. Its lobbyists played to
isolationist and protectionist sentiment in the American polity. The cry
for protectionism reached hysterical proportions during the
depression, and in 1930 the customs excise on the importation of
watches was increased by 300 – 500 per cent.
Increased duties led to the collapse of what was known in Switzerland
as the 1928 “Convention de Chablonnage” designed to prevent the
exports of parts only from Switzerland, and it was every man for
himself. To circumvent the higher tariffs, American firms
manufacturing in Switzerland, such as Bulova, and Swiss watch
producers with large markets in the U.S., responded by exporting
watch components that where then assembled in America. Neither the
Swiss establishment nor the protectionist lobby in the U.S. were very
pleased with this new practice of ‘chablonnage’. While the American
lobby cried foul, the Swiss saw it as the first step towards the
wholesale export of its local industry to other countries. And so, in
1934 the Swiss Government enacted a new law called "Decrees of
the Federal Council tending to protect the Swiss Watch Industry".
Henceforth the export of "chablons" (parts) was prohibited. The Swiss
initiated further protectionist policies, such as a ban on the exporting
of any specialist machinery used to manufacture watches and strict
control on the emigration of workers who had expert knowledge.
The upshot of protectionist moves and counter moves was that on the
cusp of the Norman M Morris Corporation securing the U.S. Omega
agency in the 1930s, entire watch movements were to become the
minimum export requirement of the Swiss and some tariff relief was
still available to the American importers if they cased the watches in
the U.S.
The Norman M. Morris Corporation, based in New York, held the U.S.
agency for Omega watches from 1933 to 1980. To digress, Norman
Morris, a scion of the US jewellery trade and a significant public
benefactor, lived to the ripe old age of 99, passing away in his sleep
on November 24th, 1997. In 1980, at the age of 82, he sold the
Omega distributorship back to SSIH and transformed the Norman M
Morris Corporation into a diversified holding company.
Born in Austria-Hungary, Morris arrived in New York at the age of
three. At 15, he obtained a job as a delivery boy for a watch importer
and continued his schooling at night. In 1923, at around 25 years old
he struck out for himself and began a career in dealing with high-end
watches and jewellery. Ten years later he secured the sole U.S.
1954 American Globemaster advertisement
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agency for Omega watches. He also obtained sole agencies for Tissot and Audemars Piguet. He is said to
have been an early enthusiast of pink gold, a popular metal during the Art Deco period.
Morris was most certainly one of the ‘straight-backs’ of the American industry and commanded both respect
and admiration from employees and competitors. He was a founder and past president of the Jewellers
Security Alliance and a past president of the Jewellery Industry Council, a trade organization. Through those
groups, he worked to promote the charitable activities of jewellery, watch and diamond dealers. In 1981 he
established the Norman M. Morris Endowment in Jewellery Design at the Fashion Institute of Technology in
New York City. The endowment provides for the inclusion of watch case design within the program of study for
the Jewellery Design department.
Omega’s relationship with Norman Morris was complicated and relied on a number of other direct relationships
to ensure that the Omega brand was fully supported in the marketplace. Morris focussed on the assembly and
distribution of Omega lines across the country and supported the establishment of direct relationships between
major wholesale houses and Omega (SSIH) for parts supply. Hammel Riglander & Co., B. Jadow and Sons,
Inc. (the creator of the Bestfit Watch Parts System) and the Newall Manufacturing Company had direct supply
contracts with Omega SA. This ensured the ready supply of parts to the hundreds of wholesale parts
distributors across the country and guaranteed that the Omega brand was buttressed by a thriving service
network. Through Morris’s efforts and backed by solid after sales support, the Omega Constellation came to
be regarded in the U.S. as one of Switzerland’s finest.
As far as can be determined, Omega shipped only fully encased 14 carat and 18 carat gold Constellations to
the Unites States. It appears that a very deliberate decision was made by Norman Morris to position the
collection as fully Swiss. With the kudos gained by the Omega Constellation as the official watch of the 1952
Olympic Games, Morris was able to establish an ‘exclusive’ market niche for the range with a pricing structure
to match. The positioning and price of the line in the US allowed the additional excises on cased watches to
be absorbed. Branded as Globemasters (because of a copyright issue with Lockheed, the manufacturer of the
Constellation aircraft) the earliest calibre 354s came fully encased from Switzerland without any brand name at
all. The price of a gold Globemaster in 1954 was $500.00, making it a very expensive and exclusive watch
indeed.

Former Star Watch Case Company premises at South Rath Avenue in Luddington
Michigan. The premises were occupied by Star from 1905 to 1981. They have since
been demolished

When an accommodation was reached with
Lockheed on the use of the name
Constellation in 1956, Norman Morris
began importing fully encased and branded
Constellations from Switzerland. The
Globemaster brand remained for some time
as a secondary line and was powered by
non-chronometre movements. This later
generation of Globemasters were contract
cased in the USA. Finally, the brand was
withdrawn because of concerns that the
middle-range, but former jewel of the
Omega collection, Globemaster, could
muddy the waters of the now top-of-the-line
Constellation.

Omega continued to provide Morris with
movements and dials for various other models, along with detailed case drawings and specifications. Morris
used a number of case makers to produce cases for non-Constellation watches including Wadsworth and the
Star Watch Case Company. The quality of American cases was exceptionally high and commensurate with the
standing of the Omega brand.
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South American Market Constellations
Argentine solid gold Constellations surface occasionally with
what can be called ‘non-sanctioned’ cases, while other South
American cases have the correct Omega markings and
stamps. In the early life of the Omega Constellation, some
South American regimes stipulated that gold cases had to be
made in-country.
Further, in some parts of South America it was common
practice for jewellers to buy Omega Constellations encased in
stainless steel and have them re-cased in solid gold, lookalike, but not sanctioned or appropriately marked, cases.
The pictures opposite shows an officially sanctioned Brazilian
in-country case, containing both the Omega trademark and
Industria Brasilia markings. This calibre 564 rose gold CShape Constellation bears the case number 168.9017 as well
as maker’s case numbers. The prefix 9 has been added to a
normal Omega case number 168.017 for this national
production watch. Note the perlage on the case back, a
feature which does not comply with the Omega Swiss made
standard.
Similar Argentine cases can be found that are ‘sanctioned’ by
Omega, showing the Industria Argentina mark and other case
markings that indicate an approved case.

UK Market Constellations
In the UK – up until the later sixties – some cases
were made in-country, either as special orders, oneoffs for individual clients or as a line of solid gold
bracelet watches commissioned by Omega UK.
Omega in Britain also offered both new and existing
buyers a value-adding service. Owners and new
buyers could have the lugs removed from an existing
Swiss case and choose to have a locally made
Omega bracelet soldered to the watch. The
advertisement opposite from a 1963 British catalogue
illustrates this practice.
The problem that owners of these modified watches
have when they put them on the market is that the
case number indicates a watch that left the factory
without an integrated bracelet (eg. Prefix 168 and not
368) and the bracelet has another Omega UK
©

From a 1964 brochure, courtesy of Steve Waddington
www.old-omegas.com
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‘sanctioned’ number that doesn’t add up. This may
impact on both collectibility and value.
When one collector inquired about an example of a
modified Constellation he owned, he was told by
Omega Museum that he had an ‘authentic’ watch head
but the bracelet was not an Omega bracelet!
None of the British ‘National Production’ watches are
listed on the Omega database as far as can be
determined. Both of the Constellations appearing
opposite were offered to British customers in 1963 by
Omega UK and both are absent from the Omega
database. The model with reference number BA
168.5415 looks decidedly like an OT 14393 case
produced by Switzerland until 1962.
There appears to have been a number of other
members of the 18k Constellation family that were sold
in the United Kingdom, but brochures from the period
that feature them have not surfaced. With such
examples it is important to determine provenance so as
to be able to establish the bona fides of the watch.
The Constellation case opposite shows the case
number 168.5455/6, a case also not registered on the
Omega database. The first three code numbers on the
case (168) indicate that the watch came with a strap,
and was a centre seconds, automatic chronometer with
date. This provides enough evidence to state with some
certainty that it is a sanctioned case and, therefore,
worthy of the title ‘British’ Constellation.

Interpreting British Hallmarks
The British hallmark system was used to mark these incountry gold Constellations. Hallmarks on British made
Constellation cases are made up of six parts 1) A gold
standard mark 2) a mark stating the purity of the metal,
3) the assay office mark which will indicate one of four
assay offices in the UK, 4) the date mark, 5) a makers mark or initials and 6) the Omega trade mark.
Many, but not all, Omega Constellation cases were made in Birmingham by A.L. Dennison. In order to
demonstrate how to asses the hallmarks against other information about a British Constellation, a watch sold in
December 1968, with a calibre 561 movement serial number 23938494, case back number 168.5416 is used
as an example. The case is very similar in design to case 168.5415 shown in the brochure above.
The first thing the case back tells us is that it is an Omega ‘sanctioned’, and not a custom-made, case. The
Omega trademark is punched into the case back just above the Made in England stamp.
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The 168 prefix indicates (Both in the Maddox or the Waddington charts) that the watch is a leather strapped,
centre second date chronometre. The prefix 168 is also the Omega prefix for Swiss made cases. The four hall
marks explained below also support indications of true Constellation identity, particularly the date mark ‘Q’,
which verifies the watch case was made in 1965 in readiness for a calibre 561 movement. Match that with the
serial number in the late 23 million sequence (dating the calibre 561 movement to mid 1966, the last of the
calibre having been manufactured in that year) and so we can be reasonably certain that case and movement
have been together since birth.
When verifying that a British version meets Constellation ‘identity’ standards, match the case maker and assay
office marks, which in this case are correct because Dennison was based in Birmingham and the assay mark is
a Birmingham mark. Therefore this British Omega Constellation passes the verification test, and one can state
that there is a high degree of probability of the watch being a ‘true’ British Constellation.

1. Crown: Gold
Standard Mark

2. Purity Mark

3. Assay
Mark.
Birmingham
Anchor
4. Date Mark
‘Q’
Denoting the
case was made
in 1965

5. Makers Mark:
A L Dennison,
Birmingham

6. Omega Ref.
Number
7. Case Maker’s
Ref. Number

Photograph kindly supplied by Paul Loxley
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Common Constellation Hallmarks
Normally the first mark appearing in a line of marks will be the gold standard mark, and for Constellations of the
1950s and 60s a crown will be present with the purity mark stamped next to the gold standard mark.
Constellations of the 1950s and 60s manufactured in the United Kingdom will have one of the following assay
marks. The Birmingham anchor will often appear horizontally placed.

The date mark is usually stamped to the right of the assay mark and is probably the most important mark to
look for when ascertaining if case and movement are mutually exclusive.
The following table will allow you to date accurately London, Birmingham and Sheffield cases. The part of the
lettering system that includes upper case and lower case and serif and non-serif fonts has been omitted:
Assay Office

Dating Sequence

London - Leopard

New alphabet began in 1956 with the letter A and ran to the letter T. Each year
is given a sequential letter of the alphabet, with the exception of the letter ‘J’.
(E.g. Q = 1971) Alphabet started again in 1975.

Birmingham - Anchor

New alphabet began 1950 = A. Each following year a new sequential alphabet
letter was used, with the exception of the letter ‘J’. (E.g. ‘Q’ = 1965)

Sheffield - Crown

New alphabet started in 1943. Each sequential letter is apportioned a year,
with the exception of the letter ‘J’. (E.g. ‘Q’ = 1958) Latest alphabet started in
1968.

One interesting aspect about British made cases was that the case styles
were not always current. In the example investigated above, the case was
phased out of Swiss production in 1962; however it is known that this style
was still gracing the windows of high street jewellers in 1968.
The decision to continue production of these case styles in the United
Kingdom was a local one and clearly it was perceived that a market existed
for the more dated and conservative case styles. Watch head 168.5416/17
was dressed up with a solid gold locally made, but Omega branded, bracelet
and marketed with matching cufflinks with the reference numbers
368.5416/17 as this 1967 brochure indicates.
A collector so inclined, could gather together an entire collection of
idiosyncratic British Constellations from the period and, in doing so, would
most certainly have built a collection of historical note.
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A Gallery of Fakes
As mentioned earlier, fake gold (and indeed stainless steel) cases are coming out of China and mainly Vietnam.
Some examples are better than others, and if seeking to acquire a solid gold Omega Constellation, it is very
important that you insist on the opportunity to examine the case back fully and in close detail. Below are
examples of the current types of fakes circulating.

Fake case 091919 regularly crops up around the
world. The first thing that becomes obvious when
examining these cases is their sharpness and the
protrusion of the top end of the lugs from the case.
The lugs should not protrude as far as in the
example opposite (arrowed) In most
Constellations of this vintage the will be some
wear and rounding of sharp edge in all but the
most preserved models.
A lot of effort has been made to make the case
markings as close as possible. One slip-up is the
W in ‘Swiss Made’. In most genuine cases the two
inner lines of the chevrons that make up the letter
intersect about half way.
The Helvetia assay mark is a crude rendition and
does not contain the assay office code at the base
of the bust. The responsibility mark is a little crude
but the number inside is a dead giveaway. A key
with the number 23 inside indicates manufacture
by Eggly & Cie of Geneva, a company that never
manufactured solid gold Constellation cases.
The observatory decal on the outer case back is
crudely rendered and does not contain the
signature brickwork observatory roof. External
assay marks are present on two lugs as is the
norm, however they are fake and this case tested
for a very small gold content.
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166xxx cases crop up quite regularly and all show similar characteristics. The perlage is poorly executed, the Helvetia stamp is
crudely rendered as is the responsibility key. The key shows the number 20, owned by Artisanor SA, makers of gold cases,
however they were never contracted to produce cases for Omega Constellations. A close look at the metal on this case reveals a
plating of a sort that has tarnished. The dial, however, should have been the first ‘red flag’
The second example is of another 091919 case and again shows similar faults to the one mentioned overleaf. This case however
does not contain the 18k stamp on the lugs, but is slightly closer to the real case shape. The refinished dial should have been the
first wake-up call to the purchaser of this watch.
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Fake 18 karat gold case with dog leg lugs. Case back is plated and case contains minimal gold content. Redial, incorrect double
T at 6 o’clock. Correct hands. Non-standard poorer quality perlage, fake case number (should be 168.005) Someone paid
1425.00 USD for this fake.

Everything about the above watch screams Frankenfake! The excessive angling of the lugs, the distance of the protrusion of
the top part of the lugs from the case body. The case number 163.001 refers to a solid gold superflat Constellation case
powered by a calibre 712 and is totally dissimilar to the above. Inner case back is perlaged. The roughest attempts have been
made to render the Helvetia and key marks and they do not contain correct case maker or an assay office code. The
arrowhead dial is a ring-in from a calibre 504 model and has been refinished. The hands are wrong. The use of T marks on
non-luminescent dial and hands is incorrect and the Constellation lettering is not seriffed. Finally the I is not dotted in
Constellation.
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This Fake case and dial with crossed T and undotted I (notice the distance between the Constellation script and star) powered by a
calibre 562 and offered shamelessly by a UK seller, even after its discrepancies were point out, cannot legally be called a Connie.
Case 23830 is yet another fake case and may have come from Italy

This is one of the more elaborate fakes to come out of China. The
style of case look a little like the Grand Luxe designs, but coin-edge
bezels and coin edged partially hidden lugs were never produced by
Omega for the Constellation range. The dial is a fake with some
similarities to a calibre 504 dial. The douible T at six o’clock is a
giveaway as there is no luminescence on the hands or markers. The
Constellation script is reasonably well executed but is not serif font,
and the uppercase lettering below the applied Omega symbol and
logo fails the ‘MOY’ test.
The inner case back contains crudely applied stamping with an
incorrect ‘responsibility mark (Key 20) which indicates a casemaker
not associated with these Constellation models. The infamous
091919 number appears and the purity mark is badly executed, as is
the Omega stamp. The Helvetia mark does not contain an assay
office mark
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Another 166041 fake case. Again these faux machined dials
are a give-away.
The movement pictures are another dead give-away. Also
note the absence of the customary crown pipe (arrowed) that
forms part of the hermetic crown sealing system. The crown
stem simply comes out of the case.
Another tell-tale sign is the prefix 166. This number denotes
a non-chronometer. Omega Constellation case numbers
from the period this watch is purported to be should have the
prefix 168, or on rarer occasions on gold watches with
integrated bracelets the prefix 368 is correct.
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Another 163.001 fake with poorly
reproduced Omega markings on the
inner caseback. Responsibility mark (Key
23) belongs to Eggly et Cie of Geneva, a
case maker who never made gold cases
for Omega. Notice the poor rendition of
the Helvetia mark (women in a shield)
and the crude perlaging.
Classic fake case with extreme rendition
of dog legged lugs. Fake dial with
markers that are not as sharp as genuine
markers. Date surround is incorrect and
facets should create the visual effect of
pointing towards the date ring as
opposed to pointing towards the crystal.
Hands are incorrect, as is crown.
Lettering and chapter ring are painted in
white. Original Omega dials have gold
lettering with gold markers and hands
and silver lettering with rhodium hands
and markers.
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